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Simple, functional, and very flexible, the Lexicon modular workspace system makes it 

easy to shape of a palette of different workspaces to support the wide-ranging demands 

of individual and team work. Simple solutions ranging from benches and desks to tables 

and panel set-ups all use the same menu of components and elements, to optimize 

personalization, productivity and the use of space.

Expand your idEas on 
optimizing usE of spacE



The wide selection of worksurface shapes and sizes in the Lexicon range enables the 

creation of diverse spaces to optimize support for individuals and teams, and the ways they 

work. This 120-degree workstation with screens provides visual privacy for task intensive 

work, yet enables easy connectivity for communication and collaboration with immediate 

team members. It shapes a welcoming workplace while optimizing the use of space.

crEatiVE usE of spacE to 
support thE ways pEoplE work



Lexicon systems enable the shaping of spaces with the ideal balance 

between privacy for task work and visual connection for collaborative 

teamwork. A range of layouts, integrated cable management, and worktools 

enable the personalization and organization of individual tools, resources, and 

personal items in the workspace, to support the task at hand and the way 

you like to work. 

pErsonalizE workspacE 
for thE way you work

Designed in Asia Pacific, Lexicon answers your organization’s ability to meeting the changing 

needs of individuals and teams. Lexicon provides the core infrastructure for shaping 

workspace, defining privacy and connection, and optimizing productivity. Integrated cable 

management solutions support plug-and-play at the worksurface. Thoughtful features help 

individuals to organize their personal gear and keep it close at hand.

a balancEd approach 
to work, lifE and spacE



Lexicon standalone units enable the creation of 

workspaces to support different management styles, 

whether open management for easy interaction with 

team members and workers, to spaces that provide 

visual and acoustic privacy for confidential work. 

Standalone units enable the shaping and reshaping of 

space to meet changing needs, such as workstations 

for individual work and one-on-one meetings, and small 

tables for close collaboration and sharing.

VErsatilE support 
for diVErsE 
managEmEnt stylEs



Digital surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference and should not be used for final color selection.

flExibility

surfacE matErials

We take a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal 
or our products. From materials, production, transportation and 
use, right through to end of life, each element in the Lexicon 
range is designed to reduce its impact on the environment.

To find out more visit
www.stEElcasE.asia/sustainability
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laminate

Maple

paint

Silver

omni-r

Ebony Crimson Sapphire Ink Blue Rhino Cocoa Azure Blue Hydrangea Cork Maize Cloud Coconut Tangerine

Blue Jay Wasabi Nickel MaltScarlet

Tailor Lexicon to the needs of individual workers and the work at hand with adjustable privacy components, flexible storage, 

versatile computer support and an innovative collection of worktools.

gEt pErsonal

panel monitor arm
lets individuals customize the position and
setting of their computer monitors to suit
the way they work, and change in a
moment to adjust position or to share work
with colleagues.

1+1 worktools
worktools help to simplify organizing,
storing and using personal and shared
information, tools and other frequently
used items, encouraging dynamic access
to information.

soto ii functional screen
combines organization with privacy. High 
enough to provide privacy and a sense of 
boundary, the integrated pocket is great for 
keeping frequently used documents close 
at hand.

soto ii launch pad
provides a handy area on the desktop to hold mobile 
devices and other personal items. Two/ Three power 
outlets on each side keep devices charged and 
running.

soto ii mobile caddy
anticipates the need to stow personal items 
and work bags. In-line casters make it easy to 
roll out to drop in bags or backpacks, as well 
as creating a sense of boundary.

bag hanger hooks
this convenient hook allows individuals to 
keep personal gear close at hand, yet out of 
the way, and at the same time optimize the 
efficient use of space

soto lEd task lights
a stylish blend of elegant form with energy-efficient
function, the illuminating performance provides a
brilliant pool of light for focused task work whenever
it is required.

ap cpu holder
provides a quick and smart solution for
securely storing the CPU under the
worktop, opening up valuable space on the
worktop and floor while ensuring easy
access to the CPU.

integrated hanging tiles
hanging worktools provide the answers on
how to organize the myriad small tools and
documents off the worksurface, making
them visible and putting them within easy
reach.
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